
The MuseuM Of arTIfacTs

The Museum Of Artifacts is located in a medium
sized town. It is almost impossible to find, if you
don't know what you are looking for. With special
customers   they  are  willing  to  trade  items  to
keep  their  exhibition  fresh.  They  also  hire
adventurers  and  explorers  to  retrieve  and
salvage  artifacts.  The  museum  is  only  open
nighttime.

1.  Entrance and main hall
On the right wall there's a window to the office
(2). Behind the cash register sits tight a frog-man
Albertus  Mucculus,  wearing  fancy  clothes,  a
monocle, and powdered wig. Entrance fee is two
gold coins and five silver coins. The door to the
office is locked and Albertus has the key.

Albertus  Mucculus,  HD  1+1,
AC:  10,  #Att:  1  (letter  opener),
Dmg:  1d4,  Save:  F1,  Morale:  5,
Alignment: Good

On the south wall,  opposite the
security  doors,  is  a  heavy
wooden  double  door.  The  doors
are carved with two rough faces,
who  stare  at  each  other.  Each
face's eye is a diamond worth of
1,000 gp.

Above the door is a sign reading:
“Thieves  will  suffer  the
consequences  of  otherworldly
punishment”.

If  anyone  tries  to  steal  these
diamonds, from the statue to the
left a spirit emerges to attack the
thief (use Wraith stats).

Door  to  the  kitchen  (13)  is
locked.

2. Office
Different  papers  on  the  desk;
item  descriptions,  tax

information, invoices, bills, and poetry. A painting
of Albertus Mucculus on the wall, worth 150 gp.

3.  Hallway to basement
The  stairs  lead  down  to  the  basement,  where
older  artifacts  are  stored.  The  items  in  the
basement are not interesting enough anymore to
be featured, nor  have trading interest.  Door to
the right is magically sealed.

4. Main storage
All the doors into this area are magically sealed.
The storage is full of wooden boxes of artifacts.
Some  cataloged,  some  boxes  unopened.  From
here  items  are  moved  into  basement  storage,
into  exhibition  or  traded  for  new items.  Dwarf
Hubrett  Stoneknuckle  is  responsible  for  the
storage.
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Hubrett Stoneknuckle, HD 5, AC: 12 (leather),
#Att: 1 (weapon), Dmg: 1d8, Save: D5, Morale:
10, Alignment: Good, Special: Wears a medallion
of protection against curses.

5.  Main hall
All  the  doors  in  this  area  are  open  and  only
locked during daytime. In the middle of the room
is a big life size statue of a titan. The statue head
is worth 30,000 gp but is basically impossible to
move.  The  whole  building  was  originally  built
around it.

6. Statue room
There  are  statues  of  different  sizes,  many  of
them classical in nature. Biggest are human-size,
smallest  size  of  a  thumb.  Statue  values  range
from 15 gp to 1,500 gp. Few of the statues are
cursed,  some  have  magical  properties.  In  the
northwest  corner  there  is  a  monstrous  statue,
what actually is a golem (use Golem stats of your
choice). If anyone touches any of the statues, the
golem will defend it.

Above the room entrance is a sign: “One statue
protects them all.”

7. Rest area
Armchairs  and  divans  for  visitors  to  rest  their
legs. Incense is soothing (regain 1 HP per hour
resting). The secret door to the south is hidden
behind a huge and heavy wall hanging.

8. Paintings
All kinds of paintings, big and small,  which are
portals  to  another  worlds.  If  the  right  words
encrypted  into  a  painting  are  spoken  and  the
painting  is  touched,  a  teleportation  to  that
location  happens.  Paintings  are  worth  500  to
15,000 gp. Secret door is behind a huge painting.

9. Monster taxidermy
All  kinds  of  monsters  mounted  on  the  wall  or
arranged on the floor.  This room is locked with
magical  sealing  every  day  as  they  come alive
when the sun is up. The value depends on who

you  ask.  The  secret  door  is  behind  a  huge
tentacled monster.

10. Exotic artifacts from pagan realms
Weird  weapons,  armor,  equipment,  fetishes,
masks… these items contain powers only pagan
savages can ever understand. Sure if you touch
one  of  these  items,  you  will  be  cursed.  The
secret door is behind the wall paneling.

11.  Backyard
Thrice  locked  and  twice  magically  sealed  door
leads to the backyard. There's lots of trash from
every nearby building.

12.  Restaurant “Marble Wine”
A decent restaurant what operates night and day.
Daytime the door into the museum is locked.

13.  Supervisor's office
No  one  has  ever  seen  him.  He  monitors  the
museum through  a  scrying  ball.  Door  into  his
quarters is magically sealed. Supervisor will see
if someone tries to steal anything or otherwise
misbehaves. He is a vampire (use Vampire stats,
but he is good in alignment).

14.  Supervisor's backroom
An office and small  library  and a  magic  study.
Stairs down lead into his underground lair from
where  he  exits  the  building  through  secret
passages and spends his days sleeping in death.

15.  Crystals
Different kinds of crystals and stones. Some from
deepest  caverns,  some from the  moons,  some
from  beyond  the  stars.  Some  made  of  elven
tears, some of monster hearts. Many have weird
powers. Values range a lot.

16. Secret corridor
For  emergencies.  If  something  bad  happens,
there  is  a  change  to  escape  it.  In  the  corner
(under  the  “16”)  there  is  a  passage  down  to
tunnels and out of the city.
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